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Executive Summary
An audit of Lakefront Utilities Inc. (“Lakefront Utilities”) was undertaken by the Audit and
Performance Assessment department (“Audit”) of the Ontario Energy Board (the
“Board”) pursuant to the Board’s Decision and Order in Lakefront Utilities’ 2014 IRM
rate proceeding EB-2013-0148, dated March 13, 2014.
The Board noted in its Decision and Order in EB-2013-0148, the following:
Board staff accordingly submitted that the Board might wish to consider
disposing Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVA balances on an interim basis, with
final disposition subject to the completion of an audit to be conducted by Audit
and Performance Assessment of the Board. In its reply submission, Lakefront
Utilities agreed with Board staff’s suggestion of an interim disposition.
The Board will dispose of the Group 1 DVA balances on an interim basis pending
the audit by the Board’s Audit and Performance Assessment group.
The audit focussed on the account balances in Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 deferral and
variance accounts (each a “Group 1 DVA”) as at December 31, 2012.
Audit has completed the audit and concluded that the balances in Lakefront Utilities’
Group 1 DVAs as at December 31, 2012 were not accurately recorded in Lakefront
Utilities’ general ledger and therefore not accurately reflected in the Board’s Reporting
and Record Keeping Requirements (“RRR”) 2.1.7 Annual Trial Balance Filing for 2011
and 2012. In addition, Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities has not followed some of the
accounting procedures as prescribed in the Accounting Procedures Handbook (“APH”)
and its related guidance in recording the transactions in the Group 1 DVAs.
During this audit process, when Audit used the information provided by Lakefront
Utilities’ management, Audit relied on Lakefront Utilities’ management representation,
where appropriate as audit evidence in performing the audit and arriving at its
conclusions and findings.
The findings and observations of the DVA audit are found in Sections 8 and 9 of this
audit report. Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has made the necessary adjustments to
the regulatory balances in its Group 1 DVAs as at December 31, 2012. The revised
total Group 1 DVA balances to be requested by Lakefront Utilities for disposition as at
December 31, 2012 is a credit balance of $281,057 after a net debit audit adjustment of
$604,777 for all Group 1 DVAs including Global Adjustment and a debit adjustment of
$737,547 for the corrections for mistakes made on IESO forms 1598. As a result of this
audit, the Lakefront Utilities’ balance for the Group 1 DVAs as of December 31, 2012 is
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reduced from a credit balance of $1,623,380 to a credit balance of $281,057, a
reduction of $1,342,324, which comprises of the audit adjustment of $604,777 and the
adjustment for the corrections on IESO 1598 Settlement Forms for 2011 and 2012 (the
“IESO form 1598”) of $737,547. Lakefront Utilities has included the total adjustment of
$1,342,324 in its 2015 IRM rate proceeding EB-2014-0090 as total claim for the Group
1 DVAs in order to true up the Group 1 DVA balances to the final revised adjusted
balances after the Audit. The Table below provides the details of the final adjusted
balances and the adjustments by accounts:

Account Name

Accou
nt
Numb
er

Total
1
Claim in
the
Decision
and Order
EB-20130148

Final
Revised
Adjusted
Balance
(B=A+D+E)

(A)

Total
Claim in
EB-20140090 for
Total
Adjustme
nt

Audit
Adjustme
2
nt for
the claim
(D)

(C=A-B)

Adjustm
ent for
the
correctio
ns on
IESO
forms
1598
2011 and
2012 (E)

Total Adjustment
Breakdown (C=D+E)

LV Variance Account
RSVA - Wholesale
Market Service Charge
RSVA - Retail
Transmission Network
Charge
RSVA - Retail
Transmission Connection
Charge

1550
1580

$19,067
-$579,546

$19,887

$820

-$577,693

$1,853

$820
$1,853

$2,724
1584

-$24,961

1586

$1,950

RSVA – Power

1588

$1,148,627

$1,320,264

$171,637

-$565,910

RSVA - Global
Adjustment

1589

$1,254,248

-$993,221

$261,027

$261,027

1590

0

0

0

1595

0

0

0

1595

-$373,534

1595

$459,624

Recovery of Regulatory
Asset Balances
Disposition of Regulatory
Balances (2008)
Disposition of Regulatory
Balances (2009)
Disposition of Regulatory
Balances (2010)

-$22,237

$2,724
$882

$2,832

$882

0
$373,534
-$11,603
-$471,227

$737,547

0
0
$373,534
-$471,227

1

Total claims for the Group 1 DVAs includes the principal balance and interest balance including
projected interests as per Lakefront Utilities’ 2014 IRM Decision and Order EB-2013-0148 Page 7.
2
Audit adjustment in the Table includes the adjustments on projected interests for the rate proceeding
purpose. However, audit adjustments made in the G/L by Lakefront does not include the projected
interests.
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Disposition of Regulatory
Balances (2011)
Total Group 1
Excluding Global
Adjustment – Account
1589
Total Group 1

1595

$1,020,360
-$369,133
$1,623,380

-$19,286
$1,001,074
$712,164

$1,081,297

-$281,057

$1,342,323

$1,001,07
4
$343,750

$604,777

$737,547

$737,547

As noted in above Table, the audit adjustments for Account 1588, Account 1589 and
Account 1595 are material3. As a result, the account balances as at December 31, 2012
were materially misstated for the accounts impacted.
A number of adjustments to the IESO forms 1598 in 2011 and 2012 to correct the errors
made by Lakefront Utilities is required because Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities made
mistakes on the IESO forms 1598 which caused the material impact for a total of
$737,547 on the invoice line item charge type 1424 of the IESO monthly invoices to
Lakefront for the period of 2011 and 2012. Although these mistakes were noted by
Audit, Audit did not perform substantive audit testing on all inputs of the IESO former
settlement forms 1598, and therefore Audit cannot provide an audit assurance for the
adjustment of $737,547 for the corrections on the IESO forms 1598 for the period of
2011 and 2012. Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities is in the process of contacting the
IESO for this adjustment. Audit expects Lakefront Utilities to provide Audit with an
update of the status of the settlement for the adjustment with IESO. Audit also
encouraged Lakefront Utilities to provide such status update to its 2015 rate application
proceeding.
Audit acknowledges that Lakefront Utilities made all necessary audit adjustments to
balances in its Group 1 DVAs as of December 31, 2011 and Group 1 DVAs as of
December 31, 2012.
During the course of the audit, Audit also noted a number of issues that Lakefront
Utilities has not followed the procedures in the APH and related guidance. However, this
audit has focused on findings with account balance implications.
Although the scope of the audit was limited to examination of Group 1 DVAs for the
periods of 2011 and 2012, Audit expects Lakefront Utilities’ management to apply the
applicable findings as outlined in this audit report and make the applicable adjustments
to the 2013 and 2014 DVA balances. Lakefront Utilities has indicated that its external
auditors will work with Lakefront Utilities to ensure that the appropriate adjustments are
made to its 2013 and 2014 DVA balances. Audit also expects that Lakefront Utilities will
re-file RRR 2.1.7 for 2013 for Group 1 DVAs in accordance with the APH. Lakefront
Utilities to provide a status update to Audit of its action plans with respect to applying
3

Lakefront Utilities’ materiality per its 2012 CoS rate application is $50,000
The source of the charge type 142 is the IESO form 1598 submitted by the utilities and utilities need to reflect this
charge type into Account 1588.
4
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the audit findings to the Group 1 DVAs as of December 31, 2013 and December 31,
2014.
Overall, Audit observed several control weaknesses (refer to Observation 1 in section
9.1.1) with regards to the implementation of Lakefront Utilities’ review controls in its
regulatory accounting function and IESO settlement function. The lack of the controls
may lead to the number of findings and observations and the quantum of these findings
and observations that are made during the audit.
On October 20, 2014, Lakefront Utilities’ President sent a letter to Audit acknowledging
Audit findings and concerns including several areas of non-conformity by LUI with
respect to the APH and internal control and weaknesses with respect to Lakefront
Utilities’ regulatory accounting and IESO settlement processes. In its letter, Lakefront
Utilities made a commitment to address the Audit findings and concerns and stated that,
A copy of the Audit Report was shared with LUI’s board of directors, LUI’s
internal audit committee and LUI’s external auditors. LUI’s board acknowledge
the findings and concerns made by the OEB Audit team and recognize the
challenges LUI faced over the last three years due to several staff turnovers in
the Finance department. Having said that, the LUI board recognizes that
necessary steps must be taken to ensure proper controls are in place and
procedures are in line with the OEB’s APH.
LUI appreciates the audit work performed by Audit and welcomes the opportunity
to review and enhance its internal controls as part of our ongoing operational
improvements and efficiencies. LUI considers the findings and concerns of the
Audit very seriously to ensure we continue to meet licensing requirements with
the OEB. LUI is optimistic, moving forward, and considers the audit as a learning
exercise for regulatory improvement. Some steps have already been taken,
including external training arrangements for Finance staff. We are confident that
the strengthening of internal processes and procedures will allow the
organization to address the control gaps identified through this process.
The letter from Lakefront Utilities dated October 20, 2014 is attached to Appendix A of
this report.
On October 30, 2014, Audit filed a letter with the Board and placed the letter on the
public record of Lakefront Utilities’ 2015 IRM rate proceeding EB-2014-0090. The letter
indicated that Audit concluded its audit. The letter confirmed that Lakefront Utilities
made all necessary audit adjustments to balances in its Group 1 DVAs as of December
31, 2012. The letter stated that Audit noted that nothing came to its attention during this
audit to lead it to believe that the account balances for Group 1 DVAs as of December
31, 2012, as adjusted based on the results of this audit are materially misstated. The
letter also stated that Lakefront Utilities provided Audit with an undertaking that
Lakefront Utilities will voluntarily file the audit report with the Board in its upcoming 2015
IRM rate proceeding EB-2014-0090.
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On November 3, 2014, Lakefront Utilities filed with the Board the revised RRR filings for
the Lakefront Utilities’ balances for Group 1 DVAs as of December 31, 2011 and Group
1 DVAs as of December 31, 2012.
On November 3, 2014, Lakefront Utilities filed its 2015 IRM rate proceeding EB-20140090 with the Board and disclosed this audit in its rate application. Lakefront Utilities
outlined the audit adjustments that it made to its Group 1 DVA balances as at
December 31, 2012. In its rate application, Lakefront Utilities made a commitment to a
implement an action plan to take a sequence of corrective actions using recent audit
findings and application of APH to its regulatory books of accounts to ensure the
accuracy for the Group 1 DVA balances as of December 31, 2013. In addition,
Lakefront Utilities stated that Lakefront Utilities will be strengthening controls and review
of regulatory accounting processes, while working with a third party and its external
auditors, in order for Lakefront Utilities to accurately recording transactions to its
deferral and variance accounts using the APH requirements.

Summary of Findings Impacting DVA balances
Findings Impacting Account 1588 Balance Only
1. The debit adjustment of $324,462 made by Lakefront Utilities in the Account
1588’s continuity schedule filed in its 2014 IRM rate application did not have any
basis, and therefore was not an appropriate adjustment. This adjustment was not
recorded in the Lakefront Utilities General Ledgers (“G/L”) for Account 1588, was
not audited by the external auditor, and further was not supported by any
supporting documents. As a result, the debit balance disposed (that was
collected from customers) on an interim basis for Account 1588 was overstated
by $324,462.
2. Audit noted a number of mistakes on the IESO forms 1598 submitted by
Lakefront Utilities to IESO for the period of 2011 and 2012. As a result, the
invoice line item for Charge type 142 on IESO invoices and hence the debit
balance in Account 1588 as at December 31, 2012 was understated by an
amount of $737,547.
3. Lakefront Utilities did not record the payments of the electricity for Feed in Tariff
(“FIT”) and micro-fit contracts and charge type 1412 on the IESO invoices in the
cost of power Account 4705, Power Purchased. Therefore, these charges and
payment amounts were not reflected in Account 1588. As a result, Account 4705
and Account 1588 balances as at December 31, 2012 were misstated by
$18,885.
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Findings Impacting Both Account 1588 and Account 1589
4. December 2012 Global Adjustment (“GA”) charge of $902,015 on IESO invoice
was accrued in Account 1588 G/L and continuity schedule instead of being split
into RPP portion of GA (approximately $421,435) and Non-RPP portion of GA
(approximately $480,580) and being recorded in Account 1588 and Account
1589 respectively. As a result, the debit balance in Account 1588 as at
December 31, 2012 was overstated by $480,580 and the credit balance in
Account 1589 as at December 31, 2012 was also overstated by $480,580.
5. The allocation of the opening balances as at January 1, 2011 for Account 1588
and Account 1589 in the G/L did not agree to the sum of the balances approved
in the prior Lakefront Utilities’ Board Decisions and Orders (2012 CoS Decision
EB-2011-0250 and 2011 IRM Decision EB-2010-0095). As a result of the
misallocation differences, the ending debit balance of Account 1588 was
overstated by $137,598 and the ending credit balance of Account 1589 as at
December 31, 2012 was overstated by $137,596.
6. In the year of 2012 beginning April 2012, Lakefront Utilities mistakenly included
the street lighting consumption into RPP volumes to prorate the GA charges into
RPP portion and Non-RPP portion when the street lighting consumption was not
included as part of RPP consumption on IESO Forms 1598 for these months. As
a result, the split of the GA charges into Account 1588 and Account 1589 may
not be correct. Although the impact on the account balances may not be material
for a single month, it has resulted in an overstatement of $46,072 in the debit
balance of Account 1588 as at Dec 31, 2012 and an overstatement of $46,072 in
the credit balance of Account 1589 as at December 31, 2012.

7. The splits of the GA charges into RPP and Non-RPP portions were not supported
by the RPP and Non-RPP volumes on the IESO settlement form 1598 for the
month of August 2011 and the months of February 2012 to December 2012.
While the impact on individual month may be material, the overall impact on the
account balances for Account 1588 and Account 1589 was an overstatement of
$7,155 in Account 1588’s debit balance as at 2012 year end and an
overstatement of $7,155 in the credit balance in Account 1589 as at 2012 year
end.

Findings Impacting Account 1595 Balance
8. Lakefront Utilities requested for the disposition of the credit balance of
$1,020,360 related to the 2012 DVA and GA rate riders in Account 1595 subaccount 2011 in EB-2013-0148 instead of Account 1595 sub-account 2012. The
Board approved the Lakefront Utilities’ request for disposition on an interim basis.
Lakefront Utilities should not have used the inappropriate sub-account (2011) of
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Account 1595 in 2014 IRM rate application EB-2013-0148 and should not have
requested the disposition of any sub-account of Account 1595 before the DVA
rate rider ceases. This mis-use of the sub-account of Account 1595 has resulted
in a premature disposition on an interim basis of the credit balance of $1,020,360
in the form of a refund to customers before the 2012 DVA and GA rate riders
cease on April 30, 2016.
9. Lakefront Utilities incorrectly used sub-account 2009 of Account 1595 to record
the 2010 DVA and GA rate riders and incorrectly used sub-account 2010 of
Account 1595 to record the 2011 DVA and GA rate riders. In addition, Lakefront
recorded 2010 and 2011 DVA and GA rate riders from 2010 Board Decision and
Order EB-2009-0233 and 2011 Board Decision and Order EB-2010-0095 in
Account 1595 sub-account 2010, instead of separately recording the recoveries
in the proper sub-accounts 1595-2010 and 1595-2011 respectively based on the
rate year the disposition was approved. As a result, the credit balance in subaccount of Account 1595–2009 was overstated by $373, 534 and the debit claim
including the projected interests in sub-account of Account 1595-2010 was
overstated by $471, 227.
10. Lakefront Utilities incorrectly recorded an amount for the tax sharing refund in
Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010, instead of Account 4080. As a result,
Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010 balance as of December 31, 2012 was
overstated by a debit balance of $39,731.
11. Lakefront Utilities incorrectly set up rate riders for tax sharing in its billing system
that resulted in immaterial under- refunding of its customers of the Board
approved amount by $4,418. As a result, Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010
balance was understated by an immaterial debit balance of $4,418 as of
December 31, 2012.

Finding Impacting All RSVAs (Account 1580, 1584, 1586, 1588 and 1589)

12. When transferring the Board approved DVA principal and interest dispositions

from EB-2010-0095 and EB-2011-0250 in the second quarter of 2011 and 2012,
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly transferred both principal and interest balances from
the principal sub-account of all Retail Settlement Variance Accounts (each an
“RSVA”) (Accounts 1550, 1580, 1584, 1586, 1588 and 1589) instead of from
each respective accounts’ principal and interest sub-accounts. Lakefront Utilities
also incorrectly recorded the disposition of both principal and interest of each
RSVA in the principal sub-account of Account 1595. This Lakefront Utilities’
accounting practice resulted in immaterial impact of $7,039 (collect from
customers) on the balances for the RSVAs.
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Observations Summary
1. There appears to be control weaknesses with regards to the implementation of
Lakefront Utilities’ review controls in its regulatory accounting function and IESO
settlement function.

2. Lakefront Utilities incorrectly recorded the rate rider for late payment penalty
(“LPP”) in Account 1508, instead of Account 4080.
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1.

Background

Lakefront Utilities owns and operates the electrical distribution systems in Cobourg and
Colborne and carries on the business of distributing electricity to approximately 9,800
residential and business customers within its service territory.5
Lakefront Utilities’ most recent approved base revenue requirement was $4,417,674 in
its 2012 cost of service proceeding EB-2011-0250.
Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVA balances at December 31, 2010 including interest
projected to April 30, 2012 were last disposed at final basis in its 2012 CoS Decision
and Order EB-2011-0250 dated May 1, 2012. The 2011 year-end total balance for
Group 1 DVAs including interest projected to April 30, 2013 was not disposed in
Lakefront Utilities’ 2013 IRM Decision and Order EB-2012-0144 dated April 4, 2013
because the total claim per kWh based on the total Group 1 DVA balance did not
exceed the pre-set disposition threshold to dispose the Group 1 DVA balances.
2.

Authority for review

To the extent that the audit required Lakefront Utilities to provide documents, records or
information, Audit acted under its inspection powers under Part VII of the Ontario
Energy Board Act, 1998.
During the IRM plan term, the Board decided that the revised Group 1 Account
balances would be reviewed and that a preset disposition threshold of $0.001/kWh
(debit or credit) would trigger their disposition. The Board has decided that at the time of
rebasing all account balances should be reviewed and disposed of unless otherwise
justified by the distributor or as required by a specific Board decision or guidance.6
To assist the Board in discharging its responsibilities related to the Group 1 DVAs,
pursuant to the Board Decision and Order EB-2013-0148, Audit initiated an audit of
Lakefront Utilities’ account balances in Group 1 DVAs as of December 31, 2012 to
mitigate the risk associated with the incorrect disposition of these account balances.

3.

Reason for Audit

The Board’s audit function is a regulatory instrument of the Board to ensure that the
regulated licensed entities comply with requirements of the Ontario Energy Board (OEB)
Act, regulations, the Board Decisions and Orders, and the Board’s issued regulatory
accounting guidelines and policies. The role of Audit is to assist the Board in carrying

5

Per Lakefront Utilities’ 2012 CoS rate application EB-2011-0250.
July 31, 2009 Report of the Board on Electricity Distributors’ Deferral and Variance Account Review
Initiative (EDDVAR) (EB-2008-0046), Executive Summary
6
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out its legislative mandate including the oversight of the province’s electricity and
natural gas sectors.
Audit conducts audits of regulated entities including financial audits, compliance audits,
operational audits, financial viability audits, and audits of RRR information filed with the
Board. In addition, the Board’s Audit function performs audits and assesses
performance of regulated entities. This includes audit and assessment of utility
performance scorecard data and analysis of performance trends to assist the Board’s
decision makers.
Audit ensures that the data collected from regulated entities is reliable for decision
making and supports the Board's decision making process with respect to financial and
non-financial information.
The Board requires electric utilities to report certain information to the Board at specific
intervals. The Board relies on this information for industry monitoring, replying to
stakeholders’ requests, assisting in the review of applications and many other purposes.
The DVA balance information is important to the Board, as it assists the Board in
ensuring that accurate amounts are cleared through rates to customers. It is important
that distributors file information that is complete, accurate and on time.
The Board Decision and Order EB-2013-0148 approved Lakefront Utilities’ 2014 rates
on an interim basis subject to an audit of Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVAs to be
conducted by Audit.

4.

Objectives

The objective of the Lakefront Utilities’ audit is to determine whether the Group 1 DVA
account balances as at December 31, 2012 that were approved on an interim basis for
disposition in Lakefront Utilities’ 2013 rate proceeding as at December 31, 2012 are
reasonable. Furthermore, the audit was conducted by Audit to determine whether
regulatory accounting policies and procedures of these accounts were properly and
consistently applied in accordance with the APH and related guidance, Record Keeping
Requirements (“RRR”) and Lakefront Utilities’ Board Decisions and Orders.

5.

Scope

The audit covered the testing for the accumulation of the balances in Lakefront Utilities’
Group 1 DVAs from January 1, 20117 to December 31, 2012.
The Table below provides the details of Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVAs as at
December 31, 2012, which the Board approved on an interim basis:

7

2010 balances were last disposed in Lakefront Utilities’ 2012 CoS proceeding EB-2011-0250.
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Accou
nt

Principal
Balance

Interest
Balance

Total
Claim

LV Variance Account

1550

$20,517

-$1,448

$19,067

RSVA - Wholesale Market Service Charge

1580

-$561,377

-$18,169

-$579,546

RSVA - Retail Transmission Network Charge

1584

-$22,504

-$2,457

-$24,961

RSVA - Retail Transmission Connection Charge

1586

$3,731

-$1,781

RSVA – Power

1588

$1,169,452

-$20,826

RSVA - Global Adjustment

1589

-$1,212,757

-$41,492

$1,950
$1,148,62
7
$1,254,24
8

Recovery of Regulatory Asset Balances

1590

0

0

0

Disposition of Regulatory Balances (2008)

1595

$3,552

-$3,552

0

Disposition of Regulatory Balances (2009)

1595

-$361,409

-$12,125

-$373,534

Disposition of Regulatory Balances (2010)

1595

$444,911

$14,713

Disposition of Regulatory Balances (2011)
Group 1 Excluding Global Adjustment –
Account 1589

1595

-$958,829

-$61,530

$459,624
$1,020,36
0

-$261,956

-$107,175

-$1,474,713

-$148,667

Total Group 1

6.

-$369,132
$1,623,38
0

Criteria

The audit relied on the following documents to establish the criteria to conduct the audit:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

APH effective January 1, 2012 and APH effective July 31, 2007
October 2009 APH FAQs
July 2012 APH FAQs
Board Decision and Order EB-2013-0148, March 13, 2014
Board Decision and Order EB-2012-0144, April 4, 2013
Board Decision and Order EB-2011-0250, May 1, 2012
Report of the Board on Electricity Distributors’ Deferral and Variance Account
Review Initiative (EDDVAR) EB-2008-0046
h) Electricity Reporting and Record Keeping Requirements (RRR), version dated
March 7, 2014

7.

Procedures Used

Audit used procedures that consisted primarily of enquiry, observation, analytical
procedures, and discussion related to information and materials provided by Lakefront
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Utilities’ management or available to the Board from filings made under the Board’s
Electricity RRR filings for electricity distributors.
8. Findings Impacting DVA Balances

A. Findings Impacting Account 1588 Balance Only
8.1.1 Finding 1
The debit adjustment of $324,462 made by Lakefront Utilities in the Account
1588’s continuity schedule filed in its 2014 IRM rate application did not have any
basis, and therefore was not an appropriate adjustment. This adjustment was not
recorded in the Lakefront Utilities General Ledgers (“G/L”) for Account 1588, was
not audited by the external auditor, and further was not supported by any
supporting documents. As a result, the debit balance disposed (that was
collected from customers) on an interim basis for Account 1588 was overstated
by $324,462.

8.1.2 Basis for Finding
In its 2014 IRM rate application proceeding EB-2013-0148, Lakefront Utilities made a
debit adjustment of $324,462 (recovery from customers) in the continuity schedule filed
in 2014 IRM rate generator spreadsheet for Account 1588 and stated that:
Lakefront Utilities believes to properly reflect the activity of the RSVA Power
1588 account the $324,462 needs to be applied to the 2012 year, which is an
entry performed in the open of fiscal 2013 year. Lakefront Utilities requests that
the Board approve of this adjustment for disposal of the 1588 in its 2012 rates so
as to not create an intergenerational inequity.
Lakefront Utilities provided the supporting journal entries in the response to Board staff
interrogatories for the adjustment of $324,462. Board staff, in its submission, noted that
upon review of Lakefront Utilities’ response to Board staff interrogatories #8 and #9,
Board staff could not understand how Lakefront Utilities determined the need for certain
journal entries made to Account 1588 RSVA Power.
In reviewing Lakefront Utilities’ G/L for Account 1588, Audit noted that the after
mentioned journal entries for the adjustment of $324,462, submitted by Lakefront
Utilities in its interrogatory response, were not made in the G/L by Lakefront Utilities,
and hence not audited by its external auditor.8 Upon further inquiry, Audit noted that the
adjustments cannot be explained properly by Lakefront Utilities and not supported by

8

Confirmed by Lakefront Utilities’ response by email dated June 3, 2014
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any supporting documents. As a result, the debit balance disposed at interim basis for
Account 1588 was overstated by $324,462.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.1.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should not have made the debit adjustment of $324,462 in the
Account 1588 and should not have requested for disposition in its 2014 IRM rate
application proceeding EB-2013-0148. This adjustment was not made based on any
reasonable ground.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities should not request for an adjustment without the
recording of the adjustments in its books and without the audit assurance of the
adjustment.

8.1.4 Management Responses
LUI agrees the adjustment of $324,462 should be removed from the EDDVAR continuity
schedule since there is no documentation to support such an adjustment.
8.1.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has removed the adjustment of $324,462 for the Continuity Schedule and confirms
no adjustment will be made in future EDDVAR Continuity Schedules unless they have
been included in the General Ledger and audited by the external auditor.
8.2.1 Finding 2
Audit noted a number of mistakes on the IESO forms 1598 submitted by Lakefront
Utilities to IESO for the period of 2011 and 2012. As a result, the invoice line item
for Charge type 142 on IESO invoices and hence the debit balance in Account
1588 as at December 31, 2012 was understated by an amount of $737,547.

8.2.2 Basis for Finding
In reviewing the RPP volumes on the IESO forms 1598 for the purpose of prorating the
GA charges into RPP and Non-RPP portions and reflect in accounts 1588 and 1589,
Audit noted a number of mistakes on the IESO forms 1598 for the periods of 2011 and
2012, including:
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a) Signs of the GA true ups on the IESO forms were wrong for the period of 2011
and 2012;
b) April 2012 IESO form 1598: double claimed the RPP settlement amount (one
based on the conventional tier price and one based on the smart meter TOU
prices)
c) Some of the GA rates on the IESO forms for 2012 were not trued up in the
following months;
d) The estimated RPP two tiers percentages that were included on some of the
IESO forms were not trued up to actuals;
e) Lakefront Utilities did not submit IESO forms for May 2012 and Oct 2012. May
2012 was not settled anytime in the year and the true up of the Oct 2012 was not
done.
f) Incorrect RPP prices used on the IESO forms for some of the months during
2011 and 2012.
The IESO form 1598 that is completed by the utility and is provided to the IESO to
generate the invoice line item charge type 142 on the IESO invoice. Subsequently, the
utility needs to reflect the charge type 142 into the account balance for Account 1588.
As such, any inclusion of incorrect or inaccurate information in forms 1598 may result in
incorrect charge type 142 on the IESO invoices, which could subsequently impact the
account balance for Account 1588.
During the Audit, Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities’ staff has also uncovered some of
the mistakes made by Lakefront Utilities on the IESO form 1598 of 2011 and 2012 (TOU
rates, Billing start date for the TOU rates and Non-designated loads in some months). In
addition, Lakefront Utilities has retained a third-party company to perform the annual
reconciliation for the years of 2011 and 2012. The result of the annual reconciliation
approximates to the total quantification of the mistakes noted by both the Audit and
Lakefront Utilities.
Due to the mistakes noted above, the invoice line items charge type 142 on IESO
invoices to Lakefront Utilities for the periods of 2011 and 2012 were incorrect. The
impact on the settlement with IESO is in the total amount of $737,547 owing by
Lakefront Utilities to the IESO. It appears that Lakefront Utilities must now collect, from
its customers, an amount of $737,547 due to these mistakes on the IESO forms 1598
by recording the adjustment on IESO forms 1598 in Account 1588. Audit also noted that
Lakefront has disclosed the issue in its IRM application EB-2014-0090.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.2.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have implemented internal control reviews for timely and
accurate preparation of the IESO settlement forms. The adjustment should be
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separately outlined in the EDDVAR continuity schedule when Lakefront brings the
balance of Account 1588 to the Board for disposition. In addition, the adjustment should
not be subject to the interests because it was Lakefront Utilities’ mistakes.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities needs to review and strengthen its internal control
regarding its regulatory accounting activities and implement timely review controls with
respect to its regulatory books.

8.2.4 Management Response
Although a review of the 1598 submissions may be outside the scope of the OEB audit
LUI felt it was prudent to correct the errors associated with the monthly Form 1598
IESO submissions, as those submissions impact the 1588 and 1589 RSVAs which were
out of balance during the EB-2013-0148 IRM application. LUI agrees with the findings
relating to Form 1598.

8.2.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has acquired the services of a third party to perform annual reconciliations of the
1598 submissions. The annual reconciliations were prepared for the 2011 and 2012
years and have resulted in a payment owing to the IESO of $737,547 including the
generation settlement. LUI has compared the results of the reconciliations with the total
of the edited monthly submissions for the years 2011 and 2012 and is comfortable the
monthly form 1598 submissions are now being completed correctly. Correspondence
has been received from the IESO to ensure they are aware of the $737,547
reconciliation payment for 2011 and 2012. LUI is planning on paying the amount owing
to the IESO in November and December 2014. Proof of this payment will be provided to
Audit as an update. LUI has also implemented an internal control review process where
the form is prepared by the regulatory analyst and reviewed by the CFO prior to being
submitted on the 4th business day of each month. LUI agrees the amount of the
adjustment should not be subject to interest since the errors are the fault of LUI.

8.3.1 Finding 3
Lakefront Utilities did not record the payments of the electricity for Feed in Tariff
(“FIT”) and micro-fit contracts and charge type 1412 on the IESO invoices in the
cost of power Account 4705, Power Purchased. Therefore, these charges and
payment amounts were not reflected in Account 1588. As a result, Account 4705
and Account 1588 balances as at December 31, 2012 were misstated by $18,885.
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8.3.2 Basis for Finding
APH Article 220 states that Account 1588 RSVA Power shall be used monthly to record
the net difference between:
i) the energy amount charged to customers, including accruals,
AND
ii) the energy charge to a distributor using the settlement invoice received from
the IESO, host distributor or embedded generator, including accruals.
In addition, further clarification was provided in Q16 of the APH July 2012 FAQ
regarding the payment of electricity for a FIT contract and the settlement of a FIT
contract. Specifically,
The payment for the electricity at the contract price is recorded in Account 4705,
Power Purchased.
In addition, the distributor is required to settle the difference between the
amounts it pays to the supplier (or embedded generator) under a FIT contract at
the contract price and the amount calculated at wholesale market prices. In the
IESO settlement invoice process, this difference results in an electricity
commodity adjustment that is charged or paid to the distributor via Charge Type
1412 “Feed-In Tariff Program Settlement Amount”. Electricity distributors should
record amounts attributable to Charge Type 1412 in Account 4705.
Audit noted from a sample testing of IESO invoices for the period of 2011 and 2012 that
both charge type 1412 on the IESO invoices and payments to the suppliers of micro-fit
and FIT contracts were not recorded in Account 4705 and hence not reflected in
Account 1588. Instead, the charge type was recorded in a liability account. However,
Lakefront Utilities stated that the charge type 1412 is now recorded in the 4705 account
from the beginning of year 2013 and that it would accordingly make adjustment for the
period of 2011 and 2012.9 As such, Account 4705 and Account 1588 may be misstated
due to the incorrect application of the accounting procedures for 2011 and 2012. The
debit balance in Account 1588 as at December 31, 2012 is understated by a total debit
amount of $18,885.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.3.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have recorded the payments of electricity at the contract prices
and charge type 1412 on the IESO invoices in the Account 4705 and reflected the
charges in Account 1588.
9

Per Lakefront Utilities’ response to follow-up questions received on
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Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities needs to record the contract price and the charge
types related to electricity in the Account 4605 and reflect them in the Account 1588.

8.3.4 Management Responses
LUI agrees charge type 1412 should be reflected in account 4705 in 2012 and not in a
liability account.

8.3.5 Management Action Plan
Since the 2013 year, LUI had advised its staff that charge type 1412 is to be reflected in
account 4705-1000 and has made the appropriate adjustment in the G/L. LUI has
captured both the 2011 and 2012 variance of this charge in its continuity schedules and
has updated the RRR for 2012 to reflect this adjustment in account 1588.

B. Findings Impacting Both Account 1588 and Account 1589
8.4.1 Finding 4
December 2012 Global Adjustment (“GA”) charge of $902,015 on IESO invoice
was accrued in Account 1588 G/L and continuity schedule instead of being split
into RPP portion of GA (approximately $421,435) and Non-RPP portion of GA
(approximately $480,580) and being recorded in Account 1588 and Account 1589
respectively. As a result, the debit balance in Account 1588 as at December 31,
2012 was overstated by $480,580 and the credit balance in Account 1589 as at
December 31, 2012 was also overstated by $480,580.

8.4.2 Basis for Finding
APH requires that the distributor split the GA charges on IESO invoices into RPP
portion and Non-RPP portion and record the portions in Account 1588 and Account
1589, respectively. Q11 of October 2009 APH FAQs provided the guidance on how the
distributor should determine the RPP and non-RPP Portions of the Global Adjustment to
be reflected in Account 1588 and Account 1589.10
In reviewing the G/L and continuity schedules of Account 1588 and Account 1589, Audit
noted that Lakefront Utilities recorded the entire cost of power including total GA
charges in Account 1588 in 2012 and reallocated the variance related to Non-RPP
customers to Account 1589 through two adjusting entries at 2012 year end. However,
the two adjusting entries of $620,497 and $16,489 do not include the Non-RPP portion
10

The account was named as account 1588, sub-account Global Adjustment at the time.
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of global adjustment charges for December 2012. Lakefront Utilities confirmed this
finding in its email dated September 3, 2014.
As a result, December 2012 Global adjustment charge of $902,015 on IESO invoice
was recorded in Account 1588 G/L and continuity schedule instead of being split into
RPP portion of GA (approximately $421,435 based on the proration of the volumes per
IESO settlement form 1598) and Non-RPP portion of GA (approximately $480,580).
Lakefront Utilities should have been recorded these amounts in Account 1588 and
Account 1589, respectively. As a result, the debit balance in Account 1588 as at
December 31, 2012 was overstated by $480,580 and the credit balance in Account
1589 as at December 31, 2012 was also overstated by $480,580.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.4.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should not have accrued the total global adjustment charges into
Account 1588 as at 2012 year end.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities should split the total global adjustment and accrue
the RPP portion and Non-RPP portion separately in the Account 1588 and Account
1589.

8.4.4 Management Responses
LUI agrees the Non-RPP portion of global adjustment amounts should not be initially
recorded in the 1589 and 1588 accounts. The charge type 146 “portions” the distributor
submits to the IESO should be used as the basis of the accounting entries for the RPP
portion posted to account 4705, Power Purchased, and the non-RPP portion posted to
4707, Global Adjustment. Ultimately, the amounts recorded in these two expense
accounts are reflected in the variances recorded in account 1588, RSVA power, and
1588 RSVA power, “Sub-account Global Adjustment.” Lakefront recognizes that line
148 Power Purchased Class B Global Adjustment charge on the IESO bill should be
recorded separately in the general ledger according to RPP portion and Non RPP
portion, as well as in the continuity schedules between accounts 1588 and 1589.
8.4.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has opened the appropriate sub accounts of 4705/4707 to record the RPP portion
of global adjustment charge and the Non-RPP portion of global adjustment charge from
the IESO bill in separate accounts. LUI has also corrected its continuity schedules and
IESO settlement tracking to recognize the split of this global adjustment charge. LUI has
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refiled the RRR balance for 2012 to reflect the charges appropriately and as reflected in
the continuity schedule.

8.5.1 Finding 5
The allocation of the opening balances as at January 1, 2011 for Account 1588
and Account 1589 in the G/L did not agree to the sum of the balances approved in
Lakefront Utilities’ two Decisions (2012 CoS Decision EB-2011-0250 and 2011 IRM
Decision EB-2010-0095). As a result of the misallocation differences, the ending
debit balance of Account 1588 was overstated by $137,598 and the ending credit
balance of Account 1589 as at December 31, 2012 was overstated by $137,596.
8.5.2 Basis for Finding
Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVA balances as at December 31, 2010 were last disposed
in its 2012 CoS Decision and Order EB-2011-0250 effective on May 1, 2012 on a final
basis. In addition, Lakefront Utilities’ Group 1 DVA balances as at December 31, 2009
were disposed in its 2011 IRM Decision and Order EB-2011-0095 dated March 17,
2011 for the rates effective May 1, 2011. Lakefront Utilities was directed by the Board to
transfer the approved 2009 and 2010 balances to the Account 1595 no later than June
30, 2011 and June 30, 2012, in its respective Decisions and Orders.
Due to the time lag between the approving the DVA balances in the Board Decisions
and Orders and the transfer of the Group 1 DVA balances to Account 1595 in Lakefront
Utilities’ G/L, it is expected that the opening balances for the Group 1 DVAs as at
January 1, 2011 in the G/L should be closely approximating the sum of the December
31, 2010 balance and the December 31, 2009 balance approved by the Board. The
table below provides the details of the expected opening balances for Account 1588 and
Account 1589 as at December 31, 2011, although the forecast interest at the time of the
rate applications may cause slightly differences between the actual opening balances in
GL and the expected balances based on the Board Decisions.

Principal plus Interest
Balance @ December
31, 2010 - Approved in
2012 CoS Decision

Account 1588
Account 1589
Total

-413,099
-114,245
-527,344

Principal balance @
December 31, 2009 plus
Interest Balance @
December 31, 2010 Approved in 2011 IRM
Decision
549,194
50,283
599,477

2011 Expected Opening
Balance - including 2011
IRM disposed amounts (A)

136,095
-63,962
72,133
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In reviewing Lakefront Utilities’ G/L for Account 1588 and Account 1589, Audit noted
differences in the opening balances between Lakefront Utilities’ G/L and the expected
opening balances based on the sum of the approved balances (i.e. the sum of
December 31, 2010 balance and the December 31, 2009 balance which were approved
in Lakefront Utilities’ 2012 CoS and 2011 IRM respectively). As a result, the opening
balances for Account 1588 and Account 1589 contain a misallocation difference of
$137,000. Lakefront Utilities confirmed11 that due to the G/L being netted, the allocation
of the opening balances did not agree to the balances approved by the Board and
opening balance allocation has been corrected in the new continuity schedule using
Appendix M from Lakefront Utilities’ 2012 CoS rate application model EB-20110250..Audit noted that the balances in the Appendix M of 2012 CoS rate application
closely approximated the expected opening balances as in the table above.
The Table below provides the details of the opening balance differences:

Account 1588
Account 1589
Total 1588 and
1589

Expected 2011 Account
Opening Balance which is equal
to the ending balance in
Appendix M of 2012 CoS rate
application12 (A)
137,627
-63,822
73,805

The 2011 Account
Opening Balance Per
Lakefront Utilities
Detail GL 2011 (B)

2011 Account
Opening Balance
Difference (B-A)

275,225
-201,418
73,808

137,598
-137,596
2

As a result of inaccurate opening balances in the G/L, the ending debit balance of
Account 1588 was overstated by $137,598 and the ending credit balance of Account
1589 as at December 31, 2012 was overstated by $137,596. These misallocated
account balances, if disposed, would result in the cross subsidization among the
different customer groups (all customers vs. Non-RPP customers) due to the different
rate riders of Account 1588 and Account 1589.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

11

Per Lakefront Utilities’ email response dated August 22, 2014
The ending balances in Appendix M of 2012 CoS rate application represents the sum of the approved balances in
Lakefront’s two Decisions (2011 IRM and 2012 CoS)
12
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8.5.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Account 1588 and Account 1589’s opening balances as at January 1, 2011 should have
been equal to the sum of the approved balances per Lakefront Utilities’ two Decisions
(2012 CoS Decision EB-2011-0250 and 2011 IRM Decision EB-2010-0095).
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities should reallocate the opening balance properly
between Account 1588 and Account 1589.
8.5.4 Management Responses
LUI was not keeping the global adjustment amounts separate from the cost of power in
the general ledger. LUI had also incorrectly split the 1588 (net of GA) account to
segregate the 1589 balance as per the internal continuity schedule for the global
adjustment revenues and charges in 2012. LUI therefore agrees with the audit findings
for the mis-allocation of opening balances.
8.5.5 Management Action Plan
To ensure proper record keeping LUI has opened 1589 global adjustment principal and
interest accounts. LUI also records separately in the general ledger the charges and
revenues into class specific sub accounts. LUI has corrected the continuity schedules to
reflect the correct amounts in both the 1588 and 1589 RSVA Accounts. This will ensure
that the proper customer class and rate plans will receive the appropriate charges or
credits at the time of disposition of 1588 and 1589. LUI has refiled the RRR balances
for 2012.
8.6.1 Finding 6
In the year of 2012 beginning April 2012, Lakefront Utilities mistakenly included
the street lighting consumption into RPP volumes to prorate the GA charges into
RPP portion and Non-RPP portion when the street lighting consumption was not
included as part of RPP consumption on IESO Forms 1598 for these months. As a
result, the split of the GA charges into Account 1588 and Account 1589 may not
be correct. Although the impact on the account balances may not be material for
a single month, it has resulted in an overstatement of $46,072 in the debit balance
of Account 1588 as at Dec 31, 2012 and an overstatement of $46,072 in the credit
balance of Account 1589 as at December 31, 2012.

8.6.2 Basis for Finding
The various FAQs issued by the Board suggest that the balances in variance accounts
should be supported by the kWhs consumptions between the RPP and Non-RPP
customers. The RPP consumption is to be supported by the volumes submitted by the
utility to IESO through the RPP settlement form 1598.
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In reviewing the IESO form 1598 for the testing months of 2011 and 2012, Audit noted
that Lakefront Utilities did not include the street lighting consumptions as part of RPP
consumptions on the settlement form 1598 for the testing months of 2012. The testing
of evidence for three months of April, July, and December in 2011 indicates that
Lakefront Utilities did not included the street lighting consumption as part of RPP
consumption when prorating the GA charges, which is consistent with its practice for the
IESO settlement form 1598, i.e. not including the street lighting as part of RPP
consumptions. However, a review of the supporting documents for 2012 testing related
to the months of April, July, and December indicates that Lakefront Utilities included the
street lighting consumption as part of the RPP consumption to prorate the GA charges
into RPP and Non-RPP portions while on IESO form 1598 it did not include the street
lighting consumptions as part of RPP consumption in 2012. The Table below provides
the details of the finding and impact of the finding for each of the testing months in
2012:

Testing
Months in
2012

April 2012
July 2012
December
2012

RPP
consumption
(kWhs) used in
prorating the
GA charges
9,415,316
12,189,087
11,692,338

$ Impact13 of the
RPP
kWhs difference
KWhs
consumption
on the
Difference
(kWhs) on the
misallocation of
(street light
IESO form
account
consumption)
1598
balances for
1588 and 1589
9,319,036
96,280
$5,845
12,104,489
84,598
$2,841
11,551,963
140,375
$5,770

Lakefront Utilities confirmed14 that it has mistakenly included the street lighting
consumptions as part of RPP consumptions to split the GA charges beginning April
2012. Lakefront Utilities has quantified the overall impact on the account balances for a
misallocation of $46,072 between Account 1588 and Account 1589. As a result, the
debit balance of Account 1588 as at Dec 31, 2012 was overstated by $46,072 and the
credit balance of Account 1589 as at December 31, 2012 was also overstated due to
the understatement of the Non-RPP portion of the GA charges.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

13

$ impact of the KWH difference is calculated as the street lighting consumption for the month (kWhs) divided by
the total consumptions for the month and multiplied by the total GA charges for the month on IESO invoice for the
respective month.
14
Per Lakefront Utilities’ email response dated September 3, 2014
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8.6.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Because Lakefront Utilities does not include street lighting consumptions as part of the
RPP consumption on the IESO Forms 1598, Lakefront Utilities should not have included
the street lighting into the RPP consumption to prorate the GA charges into RPP and
Non-RPP portions and reflect the portions respectively in Account 1588 and Account
1589.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities should ensure that the volumes used in prorating the
GA charges for the variance account purpose should be supported by the IESO Form
1598.

8.6.4 Management Responses
LUI agrees with Audit findings that Street Light customers are Non-RPP and therefore
should not be included in the RPP volumes to prorate the GA charges into the RPP and
Non-RPP portions. LUI has removed the streetlight reference in its form 1598 process
and corrected the RPP and Non RPP split of global adjustment charge line 148 to
exclude the street lighting kwhs from the proration.
8.6.5 Management Action Plan

LUI is documenting its Form 1598 settlement process to note that the splitting of GA
charge line 148 from the IESO invoice is not to include street lighting. LUI does not
include street lighting as part of the RPP designated net system load consumption on
the IESO Form and should not have included the street lighting into the RPP settlement
to prorate global adjustment into RPP and Non RPP portions. LUI has corrected the
forms and adjusted the continuity schedules between 1588/1589 account 4705 IESO
expenses. LUI has refiled the RRR for 2012.

8.7.1 Finding 7
The splits of the GA charges into RPP and Non-RPP portions were not supported
by the RPP and Non-RPP volumes on the IESO settlement form 1598 for the
months of August 2011, February 2012 to December 2012. While the impact on
individual month may be material, the overall impacts on the account balances
for Account 1588 and Account 1589 was an overstatement of $7,155 in Account
1588’s debit balance as at 2012 year end and an overstatement of $7,155 in the
credit balance in Account 1589 as at 2012 year end.
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8.7.2 Basis for Finding
The various FAQs issued by the Board suggest that the balances in variance accounts
should be supported by the kWhs consumptions.
The December 2005 APH – FAQ #15, in part, states that:
Therefore, for the purposes of this variance account, and LDC must
calculate the volume of electricity for non-RPP customers only x GA rate
used on that particular monthly invoice.
The October 2009 APH – FAQ #11, in part states that:
The IESO charge type 146 for the Global Adjustment comprises the total
kWhs consumption of the distributor (including embedded generation) and
hence the distributor must determine the appropriate splits.
Audit noted the fluctuation of the splits of the RPP-portion and Non-RPP portion of the
global adjustment charges in 2012: Non-RPP portion of the global adjustment in three
testing months (April, July and December) of the 2012 were much greater than the
average of the Non-RPP portion of the global adjustments allocated in 2012. Lakefront
Utilities confirmed15 that this error was due to the fact that the 1589 spreadsheet and the
data entry tab had been selecting the RPP and Non-RPP figures from the previous
1598 work form based on two tiers and not the form based on the Time of Use (“TOU”)
split.
Audit confirmed this error through the testing to the forms 1598 for April, July and
December of 2012. As a result, the balances in Account 1588 and Account 1589 are
misallocated for total of $462,555 for the three testing months. The table below
provides the details of the misallocation:
Current Split of GA
recorded in the
continuity
schedules of
accounts 1588 and
1589 (incorrect)

Consumptio
n Month

15

RPP
portion
of GA

Non-RPP
portion of
GA

The split of GA
charges should be
recorded in
accounts 1588 and
1589 which is
supported by the
RPP volumes on
Form 1598 (correct)
RPP
Nonportion of
RPP
GA
portion
of GA

$ Impact of the
misallocation of the
cost for Account
1588 and Account
1589 for the testing
months of 2012

Overstat
ement of
RPP
portion
of GA to

Understa
tement
of NonRPP
portion

Per Lakefront Utilities’ response to follow-up questions received on June 19, 2014
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April 2012

826,607

411,349

672,097

be
reflected
in
Account
1588
565,858 154,510

July 2012

603,172

198,764

395,415

406,521 207,757

-207,757

Dec 2012

513,036

388,980

427,206

474,810

-85,830

85,830

The mis-allocation $ for the three months of 2012: 448,097

of GA to
be
reflect in
Account
1589
-154,510

-448,097

Lakefront Utilities confirmed16 that overall the finding impacts the GA split for 12 months
(August 2011 and February to December 2012). Lakefront also provided a table listing
the impacts by months due to this finding. Audit noted that due to the offsetting effect of
the individual differences in each month impacted, the total impact of the finding for all
months impacted is an overstatement of RPP potion of GA for $7,155 which in turn
resulted in an overstatement of Account 1588’s debit balance as at 2012 year end and
an understatement of Non-RPP portion of GA for $7,155 which in turn resulted in an
overstatement of the credit balance in Account 1589 as at 2012 year end.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.7.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have split the global adjustment charges based on the kWh
consumption split between the RPP and Non-RPP customers and then recorded the
respective potions in Account 1588 and Account 1589.

Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities should follow the APH and related guidelines to split
the RPP and Non-RPP potions of global adjustments based on the kWh consumptions
for RPP and Non-RPP customers.

16

Per Lakefront Utilities’ email response dated September 3, 2014
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8.7.4 Management Responses
As mentioned in 8.4, LUI agrees line 146 of the IESO invoice should be split based on
the kWh consumption split between the RPP and Non-RPP customers and recorded in
accounts 1588 and 1589 respectively.
8.7.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has opened the appropriate sub accounts of 4705/4707 to record the RPP portion
of Line 146 and the Non-RPP portion of Line 146 from the IESO bill in separate
accounts. LUI has also corrected its continuity schedules and IESO settlement tracking
to recognize the split of this global adjustment charge. LUI has refiled the RRR balance
for 2011 and 2012 to reflect the charges appropriately and as reflected in the continuity
schedule.
LUI is documenting the process in its 1598 file to note that the splitting of the RPP and
Non-RPP portions of global adjustments based on the kWh consumptions for RPP and
Non-RPP customers. LUI has refiled the RRR for 2011 and 2012.

C. Findings Impacting Account 1595 Balance

8.8.1 Finding 8
Lakefront Utilities requested for the disposition of the credit balance of
$1,020,360 related to the 2012 DVA and GA rate riders in Account 1595 subaccount 2011 in EB-2013-0148 instead of Account 1595 sub-account 2012. The
Board approved the Lakefront Utilities’ request for disposition on an interim
basis. Lakefront Utilities should not have used the inappropriate sub-account
(2011) of Account 1595 in 2014 IRM rate application EB-2013-0148 and should not
have requested the disposition of any sub-account of Account 1595 before the
DVA rate rider ceases. This mis-use of the sub-account of Account 1595 has
resulted in a premature disposition on an interim basis of the credit balance of
$1,020,360 in the form of a refund to customers before the 2012 DVA and GA rate
riders cease on April 30, 2016.

8.8.2 Basis for Finding
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APH dated January 1, 2012 Article 330, Page 13 states:
Account 1595, Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances Control
Account. This control account shall be used to record the disposition and
recoveries of deferral and variance account balances for electricity distributors
receiving approval to recover (or refund) account balances in rates as part of the
regulatory process. This control account structure has three generic Subaccounts for each rate year starting in 2008. For each year that the deferral or
variance account balances are approved for disposition by the Board, distributors
are required to set-up under this control account, three sub-accounts for the
purposes and in the format outline below (i.e., a vintage year identification
consisting of three sub-accounts in relation to the year in which the
account balances are approved). [Emphasis added]
Question 6 of the APH FAQs dated October 2009 states:
Upon completion of the recovery (or refund) period and the provision of
audited financial statements to support the underlying residual balance in the
sub-account(s), the distributor should include the residual balance in the
sub-account(s) in its next rate application, for review and disposition. Any
final settlement adjustment of the residual balance in the sub-account(s) should
be recorded in the sub-account(s) to which the settlement relates so that its
balance is drawn down to zero. [Emphasis added]
The Board approved four-year rate riders for the disposition of the Group 1 DVAs and
GA arising from the 2012 Decision EB-2011-0250 dated May 1, 2012. The rate riders
are in effect from May 1, 2012 to April 30, 2016.
However, in the 2014 IRM application EB-2013-0148, Lakefront Utilities incorrectly used
the sub-account 2011 of Account 1595 to record the 2012 DVA and GA rate riders
approved by the Board in 2012 Decision and Order. If the correct sub-account (2012) of
Account 1595 were used by Lakefront Utilities, the balance in the 2012 sub-account of
Account 1595 would have not been requested in the 2014 IRM rate application since
the continuity schedule in the 2014 IRM rate generator model issued by the Board staff
did not include the sub-account 2012 of Account 1595.
In addition, a credit balance of $1,020,360 for Account 1595 sub-account 2012 was not
a residual balance since the related 2012 DVA and GA rate riders would not be ceased
until April 30, 2016.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.
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Audit requested Lakefront Utilities to disclose and address this issue in Lakefront
Utilities’ upcoming IRM rate application.
In its application EB-2014-0090, Lakefront Utilities stated:
As part of LUI’s most recent proceeding EB-2013-0148 IRM application for 2014
rates effective May 1st 2014, LUI had inadvertently included the credit balance
Disposition and Recovery/Refund Balances of $1,020,360 related to DVA and
GA rate riders for 2012 Cost of Service Application EB-2011-0250. The 2012
Cost of Service 1595 disposition for year end balances related to 2010 should
not have been included in the continuity schedule as its recovery/refund period
had not yet reached its rate rider sunset date of April 30th 2016.
Consequently in the 2015 IRM, LUI is not asking for final disposition of the credit
balance of $1,020,360 related to the 2012 DVA and GA rate riders in account
1595 sub account 2012 as the rate rider won’t cease until April 17 30, 2016.
Audit expects Lakefront Utilities seek the Board approval for a disposition of the final
residual balance for 1595 sub-account 2012 following the 2012 rate rider’s sunset date,
i.e. when the rate rider ceases in April 2016.
8.8.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should not have recorded the 2012 rate riders in the sub-account
2011 of Account 1595. In addition, Lakefront Utilities should not have asked for the
disposition of Account 1595 sub-account 2012 as the sunset date for the rate riders is
April 30, 2016.
Lakefront Utilities should have followed the APH and related guidelines in recording and
tracking the implementation of the rate riders in the proper sub-accounts of Account
1595 in the year that the rate riders were approved by the Board. Lakefront Utilities
should have only brought the residual balances of any rate riders for disposition once
the rate riders were ceased.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities must prepare its proposed disposition of the Group 1
DVAs in accordance with the APH and related guidelines and Board issued Decisions
and Orders.

8.8.4 Management Response
LUI agrees account 1595 needs to reflect approved dispositions in separate
subaccounts for each year of disposition. LUI also agrees requests for disposition of
account 1595 should not happen until after the sunset date of the rate rider.
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8.8.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has created separate sub accounts for 1595 dispositions approved by the Board.
Each year’s dispositions that are still applicable have three accounts as follows:
1. Sub-account Principal Balances Approved in “20yy”
2. Sub-account Carrying Charges Approved in “20yy”
3. Sub-account Carrying Charges for Net Principal in “20yy”
LUI has also created sub 1595 accounts for class specific rate riders in a naming
convention which identifies the year of the rate rider setup.

Lakefront Utilities disclosed the issue with the Board in its 2015 rate application EB2014-0090 to address Finding 8.
8.9.1 Finding 9
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly used sub-account 2009 of Account 1595 to record
the 2010 DVA and GA rate riders and incorrectly used sub-account 2010 of
Account 1595 to record the 2011 DVA and GA rate riders. In addition, Lakefront
recorded 2010 and 2011 DVA and GA rate riders from 2010 Board Decision and
Order EB-2009-0233 and 2011 Board Decision and Order EB-2010-0095 in Account
1595 sub-account 2010, instead of separately recording the recoveries in the
proper sub-accounts 1595-2010 and 1595-2011 respectively based on the rate
year the disposition was approved. As a result, the credit balance in sub-account
of Account 1595–2009 was overstated by $373, 534 and the debit claim including
the projected interests in sub-account of Account 1595-2010 was overstated by
$471,227.

8.9.2 Basis for Finding
As noted in the Section 8.8.2 above, page 13 of the APH dated January 1, 2012 Article
330 requires that the distributors set-up under Account 1595 control account, three subaccounts in the format of a vintage year identification consisting of three sub-accounts
in relation to the year in which the account balances are approved.
In addition, Question 3 of the July 2012 FAQ states that,
Electricity distributors are required to annually open new sub-accounts of
Account 1595, Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances. The
account description of (control) Account 1595 specifies that for each year
the deferral or variance account balances are approved for disposition by
the Board, distributors are required to set-up under the control account three
sub-accounts using the format of a vintage year classification of the year in
which the balances are approved for disposition and recovery from or
refund to customers. [Emphasis added]
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The three sub-accounts are as follows:
1. Sub-account Principal Balances Approved in “20yy”
2. Sub-account Carrying Charges Approved in “20yy”
3. Sub-account Carrying Charges for Net Principal in “20yy”
Note that the nature of the amounts recorded in the three sub-accounts
remains unchanged from previously issued guidance in the October 2009
APH-FAQs and as updated in the revised 2012 APH. [Emphasis added]
Question 5 of October 2009 FAQ summarized the accounting procedures for 2009 and
specifically pointed out that the rate rider approved in 2009 is to be recorded in the subaccount principal balances approved for disposition in 2009. Therefore, similar
accounting procedure shall be applied in recording the 2010 and 2011 DVA rate riders.
In summary, the accounting procedures for the deferral and variance account
balances approved for disposition in 2009 are as follow:
The principal account balances will be transferred and recorded in “Sub-account
Principal Balances Approved for Disposition in 2009.” [Emphasis added]
-

Rate recoveries (or refunds) amounts in a rate rider are also recorded in
this sub-account17 [Emphasis added]

In 2010 and 2011 IRM Board Decisions EB-2009-0233 and EB-2010-0095, the Board
approved Group 1DVA dispositions on a final basis by way of one-year DVA and GA
rate riders from May 1, 2010 to April 30, 2011 and a one-year DVA rate rider from May
1, 2011 to April 30, 2012, respectively.
Audit noted that Lakefront did not set up the sub-accounts of Account 1595 properly in
the year in which the account balances are approved by the Board. Rather, Lakefront
used incorrect sub-accounts of Account 1595 to record the rate riders approved by the
Board in the 2014 IRM rate application. Lakefront explained18 that Lakefront used the
EB Board Decision number to align the sub-accounts of Account 1595 in the 2014 IRM
application, i.e. used the Account 1595 -2009 for the 2010 rate riders approved in the
2010 Board Decision EB-2009-0233, used the Account 1595-2010 for the 2011 rate
riders approved in the 2011 Board Decision EB-2010-0095 and used the Account 15952011 for the 2012 rate riders approved in the 2012 Board Decision EB-2011-0250.
In addition, in reviewing the accounting records for Account 1595, Audit noted that
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly recorded DVA and GA rate riders from Board Decisions
EB-2009-0233 and EB-2010-0095 both in Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010,
17

Please refer to Question 6 of October 2009 FAQ for the sequence of the application of the rate rider recoveries (or
refunds).
18
Per Lakefront’s email response dated October 1, 2014
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instead of recording the rate riders in each sub-account of 1595-2010 and 1595-2011
based on the rate year the disposition was approved. This is not in conformity with the
Board’s issued FAQs.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.
8.9.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have set up the sub-accounts of Account 1595, Disposition
and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances to properly record the balances approved
for disposition from the relevant Board Decisions and Orders based on the year the
account balances were approved by the Board.
Lakefront Utilities should have recorded DVA and GA rate rider recoveries from Board
Decision EB-2009-0233 in sub-account 1595-2010 and DVA rate rider recovery from
Board Decision EB-2010-0095 in sub-account 1595-2011.
Going forward, Lakefront Utilities should follow the APH and guidelines regarding the
set-up and proper recording of the transactions under sub-accounts of Account 1595.
Lakefront Utilities should record the DVA and GA rate riders in the specific sub-account
of Account 1595 based on the rate year the disposition was approved.

8.9.4

Management Response

LUI agrees with the Audit finding and should have set up more specific recovery/refund
accounts.
8.9.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has setup specific sub-accounts of 1595 by the year of disposition that are
specifically identified by rate class, and identify between GA and DVA rate riders.
A sample from the 2014 Rate Rider setup is that all accounts from 1595-1401 to 15951407 represent the Power rate riders by class for the May 2014-April 2015 rate rider.
Accounts from 02-100-1595-1411 to 02-100-1595-1417 represent the GA rate riders by
class for the May 2014 – April 2015 rates.

8.10.1 Finding 10
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly recorded an amount for the tax sharing refund in
Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010, instead of Account 4080. As a result,
Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010 balance as of December 31, 2012 was
overstated by a debit balance of $39,731.
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8.10.2 Basis for Finding
In examining the accounting record of Account 1595, Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities
recorded on the debit side of the journal entry $39,731 for the tax sharing using the rate
riders approved from the Board Decision EB-2010-0095 in Account 1595 sub-account
1595-2010. However, this is not in conformity with Question 14 of July 2012 FAQs. As
per the FAQ, distributors are to record the tax sharing in Account 4080:
The tax sharing (50/50) is in relation to an adjustment to a distributor’s PILs/tax
provision due to tax changes that result in a reduction (or increase) to rates going
forward. The derived “shared tax saving” rate rider is applied prospectively in the
distributor’s new rate year. There was no Board-approved deferral or variance
account or true-ups required for amounts associated with the tax sharing. As
such, the normal accounting treatment should apply, that is, the use of accounts
receivable (Account 1100) and distribution services revenue (Account 4080
subdivided by applicable customer classes). [Emphasis added]
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustment, and
has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.
8.10.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have recorded the tax sharing amount of $39,731 in Account
4080 instead of Account 1595.
Going forward, Lakefront should record the tax sharing in Account 4080.

8.10.4 Management Response
LUI agrees with the finding that the tax sharing amount of $39,731 should have been
recorded in account 4080 and not in account 1595 as per Question 14 of the July 2012
FAQs.

8.10.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has made the journal entry to move this balance from account 1595 and debit the
4080 account. LUI has made the appropriate adjustments to correct the RRR filings.
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8.11.1 Finding 11
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly set up rate riders for tax sharing in its billing
system and resulted in immaterial under- refunding the Board approved amount
by $4,418. As a result, Account 1595 sub-account 1595-2010 balance was
understated by an immaterial debit balance of $4,418 as of December 31, 2012.

8.11.2 Basis for Finding
In the Board Decision EB-2009-0233 effective May 1, 2010, the Board directed
Lakefront Utilities to refund the customers the tax sharing amount of $19,105 and record
the refund in Account 1595. In examining the accounting record of Account 1595, Audit
noted that instead of transferring the Board approved amount of $19,105 to Account
1595 sub-account 1595-2010 and refunding the customer for the full amount, Lakefront
Utilities incorrectly set up rate riders in its billing system which resulted in an actual
refund of $14,688.48 for the period of May 2010 to March 2011. The under-refunding of
the Board approved amount was $4,418.19
During the audit, Audit raised the issue with Lakefront Utilities. Although the amount in
question is immaterial, Audit requested Lakefront Utilities disclose this issue in its next
IRM application and propose to the Board an action plan to refund the customer the
remaining tax sharing balance of $4,418 and the associated carrying charges.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities disclosed the issue. However, Lakefront Utilities did
not propose any action plan to the Board on how this issue should be addressed.
8.11.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have refunded the full tax sharing amount of $19,105 to its
customers as directed by the Board Decision EB-2009-0233.
Moving forward, Lakefront Utilities is expected to strengthen its internal control
processes to ensure compliance with the Board Decisions and proper implementation of
the Board Orders.
8.11.4 Management Response
LUI agrees that the full tax sharing amount of $19,105 should have been refunded to
the customers.
8.11.5 Management Action Plan
LUI disclosed the issue with the Board in its 2015 IRM rate application EB-2014-0090.
As a part of IRM rate proceeding EB-2014-0090, Lakefront proposes to refund this
19

Confirmed by Lakefront Utilities per August 27, 2014 email
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amount by crediting the 1595 account for $4,418 and debiting its 4080 account. The
basis for this adjustment is to reduce any amounts owing to LUI through rate rider 1595
disposition.

D. Finding Impacting All RSVAs (Account 1580, 1584, 1586, 1588 and 1589)

8.12.1 Finding 12
When transferring the Board approved DVA principal and interest dispositions
from EB-2010-0095 and EB-2011-0250 in the second quarter of 2011 and 2012,
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly transferred both principal and interest balances
from the principal sub-account of all Retail Settlement Variance Accounts
(“RSVAs”) (Accounts 1550, 1580, 1584,1586, 1588 and 1589) instead of from each
respective accounts’ principal and interest sub-accounts. Lakefront Utilities also
incorrectly recorded the disposition of both principal and interest of each RSVA
in the principal sub-account of Account 1595. This Lakefront Utilities’ accounting
practice resulted in immaterial impact of $7,039 (collect from customers) on the
balances for the RSVAs.

8.12.2 Basis for Finding
In examining the accounting record of RSVAs, Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities
transferred the Board approved principal and interest dispositions from EB-2010-0095
and EB-2011-0250 from each respective account’s principal sub-accounts, instead of
separately from principal and interest sub-accounts.
Article 490 of the APH directs the distributor to have a sub-account for carrying charges
and separately record any related carrying charges for the Group 1 DVAs. This shall
include the carrying charges approved for disposition. Therefore, Lakefront Utilities
should not transfer the Board approved carrying charges from the principal subaccounts of RSVAs.
Page 9 of the APH also provides the accounting guidance on 1595 sub-accounts
1595 Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances, Sub-account
Principal Balances Approved in “20yy”
This account shall be used to record the approved principal account
balances on the transfer to Account 1595 of the Board-approved deferral or
variance account balances. This account shall also include the amounts
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recovered (or refunded) in rates through regulatory asset or deferral and variance
accounts rate riders.
1595 Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances, Sub-account
Carrying Charges Approved in “20yy”
This account shall be used to record cumulative carrying charge account
balances on the transfer to Account 1595 of the Board-approved deferral or
variance account balances. No additional carrying charges shall be applied or
added to these carrying charge balances transferred to this account (i.e., no
interest on interest is applicable).

1595 Disposition and Recovery/Refund of Regulatory Balances, Sub-account
Carrying Charges for Net Principal in “20yy”
This account shall be used to record the carrying charges calculated on the
opening monthly net principal balance (i.e., transferred account principal
balances less recoveries) recorded in “Sub-account Principal Balances Approved
in “20yy”. The interest rate shall be the rate prescribed by the Board.
Therefore, Lakefront Utilities should not record the approved disposition of both
principal and interest balances in the principal sub-account of Account 1595.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustments,
and has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.

8.12.3 Area of Non-Conformity Requiring Action
Lakefront Utilities should have transferred the approved principal and interest
dispositions separately from each principal and interest sub-account of RSVAs.
Lakefront Utilities should have recorded the disposition of principal and interest
separately in the principal and interest sub-account of Account 1595.
Going forward, Lakefront Utilities should ensure the Board approved DVA disposition is
recorded in conformity with the APH.
8.12.4 Management Response
LUI agrees the principal and interest dispositions should have been reflected separately
in subaccounts of their RSVAs.
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8.12.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has corrected the disposition amounts by reflecting the principal and interest in
separate subaccounts of the RSVA. LUI has corrected the RRR reporting to reflect the
necessary audit adjustments.

9. Observations

9.1.1 Observation 1
There appears to be control weaknesses with regards to the implementation of
Lakefront Utilities’ review controls in its regulatory accounting function and IESO
settlement function.

9.1.2 Basis for Observation
There appears to be control weaknesses with regards to the implementation of proper
review controls in Lakefront Utilities’ regulatory accounting function and Lakefront
Utilities’ settlement process with the IESO. During the course of the audit, multiple
instances of the control weakness, among others, were observed including:
a) Unsupported adjustment for a material amount of $324,462 made in Account
1588 without any supporting documents as noted in Finding 8.1.
b) Material impact on the settlement amounts with IESO, which resulted in a
material adjustment in Account 1588 as noted in Finding 8.2.
c) Missed split of GA charge in December 2012 into RPP and Non-RPP portions as
noted in Finding 8.4.
d) The opening balance mis-allocation between Account 1588 and Account 1589 as
noted in Finding 8.5.
e) The street light consumptions were included in the wrong class in some months
of 2012 to prorate the GA charges as noted in Finding 8.6.
f) The RPP and Non-RPP splits of the GA charges for some months were not
based on the volume split reported on the IESO forms 1598 as noted in Finding
8.7.
g) A manual entry mistake in accruing the 2010 unbilled revenue for one billing
cycle: the $4,491 unbilled revenue was accrued and then reversed instead of the
correct figure of $44,912 which was based on the billing.
h) Improper implementation of tax sharing refunds to customers for the period of
May 2010 to March 2011 as noted in Finding 11.

Should there be an adequate review control in Lakefront Utilities’ regulatory accounting
function and IESO settlement function, these mistakes would not have occurred. As a
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result of these instances, there appear control weaknesses with regards to the
implementation of Lakefront Utilities’ review controls in regulatory accounting and its
IESO settlement processes.

9.1.3 Area of Concern
Lakefront Utilities is encouraged to review and strengthen its internal control regarding
its regulatory accounting activities and implement adequate review controls with respect
to its regulatory accounting and IESO settlement processes.

9.1.4 Management Response
LUI would like to acknowledge the comments made by the audit team and would like to
confirm it is has taken necessary steps to ensure the weaknesses identified has been
corrected.

9.1.5 Management Action Plan
LUI management has discussed the Audit findings with its board of Directors, its audit
committee and external auditors and has taken steps including appropriate training by
external experts and consultants to strengthen its processes, procedures and controls
related to the APH requirements.

9.2.1 Observation 2
Lakefront Utilities incorrectly recorded the rate rider for late payment penalty
(“LPP”) in Account 1508, instead of Account 4080.
9.2.2 Basis for Observation
As per the FAQ, distributors are to record the LPP rate rider in Account 4080:
In the court case, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice approved the settlement
of the class action against the affected distributors regarding the LPP which
required the distributors to pay a total of $17 million for damages, the costs of
which were allowed to be claimed for recovery in rates. The Board’s generic
Decision and Order (EB-2010-0295) of February 22, 2011 stated that the Board
“…found that it is appropriate for the Affected Electricity Distributors to be eligible
to recover the costs and damages associated with the LPP class action in
rates..."
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Due to the nature of the LPP costs, the affected distributor should use Account
6215, Penalties, to record its allocated share of the LPP costs. The revenues
derived from the associated rate rider for the recovery of the approved LPP
costs should be recorded in Account 4080, Distribution Services Revenue.
Note that the Board’s generic Decision and Order did not approve a variance
account for the affected distributors to record any differences between the
LPP cost and related revenue recovered in rates through the rate rider.
[Emphasis added]
The Board approved a LPP rate rider in Decision EB-2010-0095 for the period of May 1,
2011 to April 30, 2012. Audit noted that Lakefront Utilities recorded the LPP rate rider in
Account 1508. However, this is not in conformity with Question 8 of July 2012 FAQs.
Audit notes that Lakefront Utilities has since made the necessary audit adjustment, and
has corrected the RRR reporting with the Board.
9.2.3 Area of Concern
Lakefront Utilities should have recorded the LPP rate rider in Account 4080, instead of
Account 1508.
Going forward, Lakefront Utilities should record this rate rider in Account 4080.

9.2.4 Management Response
LUI agrees the LPP rate rider should have been reflected in Account 4080 instead of
Account 1508.
9.2.5 Management Action Plan
LUI has made the adjustments to Account 1508 and Account 4080 and filed revised
RRR reporting with the Board.
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APPENDIX A
The letter from Lakefront Utilities dated
October 20, 2014

